Faculty Evaluation Committee 12/6/16

Present: Lesley Clack, Lauren McMillan, Sarah Gray, Bob LeFavi, Bob Loyd, Lea Padgett, Nedra Cossa, Sarah Zingales, Pang-Chieh Hsu, TimMarie Williams, Kelly Brooksher, Janet Buckenmeyer

Not Present: Renee Berry

Bob called the meeting to order.
Each subgroup reported briefly on their individual tasks. 2 groups in detail. (Attachments in Google Drive)

- Pre-tenure (TimMarie, Pang-Chieh, Nedra): looked at BOR, university, college and summarized differences and similar. Will meet and will draft a general college template.
- Tenure (Sarah Z., Lesley, Kelly): some very large ideas do not align with BOR/USG and ASU. The language needs to be made consistent ie, excellence/noteworthy. Peer evaluation of teaching is inconsistent across colleges. Add peer evaluation to ASU guidelines? Advisement is teaching or service? Scholarship has 3 types in USG, needs to be in ASU. Keep scholarship in mind with the ASU mission of teaching excellence – ie, we are not “bean counting”. The word “scholarship” is not used in the 4 requirements. Service/PD have inconsistent language. Not all colleges have PD included – that needs to be in there. PD should be needs to be linked to the other 3 things you are evaluated on.

Promotion
Post-tenure
Portfolio (Sarah G., Janet):

For the next meeting: Sarah Z will put together a draft of all recommendations then we can all look together in the next semester.

Next meeting: Bob will send a Doodle for a large block for working lunch in the first week of January.